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This is especially crucial when emailing companies who have multiple branches. Note that this particular job
was advertised for college students. Highlight specific triumphs, whether it was starting a lauded new style
section at your school newspaper, hitting 10, clicks a month on your movie blog, or building your brand on
Twitter with 10 scheduled beauty-related tweets a day to your 5, followers. Many times. I hope that it appeals
to you and that we may be able to meet in person to discuss things further. Describe what you feel you would
gain from the internship. Note a recent article or layout that particularly impressed you and discuss how it
inspired you to apply for a position with the magazine. Spelling the name of the magazine correctly counts as
a detail. In most cases, employers have built an internship program to help students and young professionals
better understand the industry and develop skills, experiences and relationships that will serve them
throughout their career. I believe that I am made for this position, with my natural flair and absorption of street
trends as well as thinking outside of the box. Persistence can be a good thing; Lepore says she got one of her
favorite jobs by being relentless. Stick to about two-thirds of a page, give or take. The magazine industry runs
on creativity. You got the organization right, but I work online, and you should be going to print. I also
worked independently to obtain, edit, and present diner reviews, a task that helped sharpen my communication
and organizational skills and editorial abilities. If possible, ask trusted friends or family members to review
your final draft for a third-party perspective. These cultural offerings were published in some two dozen
newspapers and magazines in the broader New England area. Are you looking for inspiration as you consider
what to write in your cover letter? Review your cover letter before sending When your cover letter is
complete, set aside time to review and edit. Use your intro email as your cover letter and just to reiterate, one
paragraph long, please. Enough said. Number one pet peeve of everyone polled: "To whom it may concern.
Refer to several specific things about or in the magazine to show that you are applying for this specific
internship or job at this specific magazine, rather than any other one in the field. A little sassy? Being on
LinkedIn is your backup plan, not your first mode of contact. This lead to me becoming the school's official
fashion stylist for school productions plays and fashion shows , something that they didn't have prior to my
time at name of school. My fashion sense soon got noticed at school at an early age and my style became
popular amongst my fellow classmates, which spread within our school. Like, aaaaaall the time. Then check
for errors yourself. This is what Next Issue is forâ€”back issues galore! Just like you would for any story you
file, you should have a grabby opener. Use the right keywords Employers often scan resumes and cover letters
for keywords related to the role.


